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Ood Lisst was a young man of nineteen when he earned his status among the 

Circle of Twelve as DragonKeeper.  The Circle of Twelve was an outlaw group of 

men and women, mostly of Norse heritage and living amongst the cold, barren lands 

of the Northern keeps, who had taken upon themselves to protect the one creature 

that everyone else wanted dead: the Dragon. 

 They were a determined bunch, that was certain.  They tried, quite 

successfully, to keep their ranks and purpose a secret.  Each member underwent a 

tedious and detailed apprenticeship with one of the DragonMasters, and then was 

assigned to a known dragon to protect and care for.  

  It was rumored in those times that the most dangerous occupation in the 

Western World, (for the Eastern dragons were quite friendly), was that of a 

DragonSlayer.  If the truth had been known, DragonKeeper would have to be added 

to that list.  For although the great DragonMage had given birth to this new idea of 

DragonWorship and brought it to the West from his homeland far to the East,  this 

worship was not designed and could not be one based upon the principles of peace.  

Indeed,  learning the Dragon language, earning a dragon's trust, and protecting him 

or her from the fierce determination of a DragonSlayer was very dangerous work.  At 

times, both the dragon and its Keeper would sacrifice their lives.  On the other hand, 

on occasion it was the DragonSlayer who never left the dragon's lair.  The outcome 

was never certain. 

 Ood was assigned to a young Red dragon, some fourteen feet in length and 

firebreathing, in the western moors of England.  The young DragonKeeper traveled 

the sea in a longboat with a crew of nine Norsemen that made sure that he arrived 
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safe and undetected by the locals.  Ood bid them farewell one autumn evening as the 

waves crashed into the tall crags surrounding the coastline. Drawing  his black 

Keeper's cape around his shoulders, he shivered a bit, and then quickly gathered his 

small travel bag.  When he turned to give the boatmen a final wave, they had already 

disappeared into the mists of the gray and stormy  sea.  Ood's heart sank a little.  He 

was alone in a new country with a formidable task: Protect a young dragon from any 

who might harm him.  The problem was that everyone wanted dragons dead.  

Except the DragonWorshippers.  Truly, both the DragonKeepers and the dragons 

were rapidly approaching the black abyss of extinction. 

 Ood left the sea and headed eastward and inland, leaving the hills surrounding 

the sea and entering the vast and dark moors of the Cornwall countryside just as  the 

moon began to rise.  He knew that the dragon lived near a rock formation that the 

locals called Rough Tor and that this formation was  seven or eight miles inland from 

the beaches.  A little before midnight, as his stomach growled in demand for food and 

his eyes grew heavy with fatigue, Ood saw a peculiar rock formation rising high into 

the starry sky.  It looked huge and menacing rising from the dark moor. Scattered 

boulders were hewn round about and then stacked roughly as they climbed towards 

the stars. Rough Tor. 

 Ood scrambled and slipped, cursing and panting, as he tried to make his way 

to the highest point of the formation.  Although the legend was that Arthur himself 

had ordered the rocks placed together so as to give him the advantage when he met 

Mordred that final, wicked day, it seemed to Ood that the rocks were rather sloppily 
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thrown this way and that.  Probably why Arthur was unsuccessful, the young Keeper 

thought to himself. 

 Suddenly, Ood involuntarily cowered down as he heard the tremendous 

whoosh of wind and the distinctive, leathery flapping sound of an approaching 

dragon.  Ood quickly braced himself and searched the skies for DragonSign. 

 He didn't have to wait long.  The dragon was young and arrogant.  It wasted 

no time making two sweeps very close to Ood's tired head and then settling its bulky 

and scaly body on the rocks above. 

 "I....I hail you as lord of the skies, oh great one," Ood murmured, trying to get 

the growls and gurgles of the Dragon language just right for the Red's dialect. 

 The dragon made a surprised gurgle in its own throat.  Ood began to feel the 

great heat from the fires in the dragon's belly begin to ignite in its excitement. 

 "Ah, my Worshipper," the Red said in a peculiar whispery tone. 

 Ood nodded.  "DragonKeeper." 

 The Red snorted and smoke boiled from its nostrils.  "Worshipper, Keeper, 

lamb or cow, they all taste the same." 

 Ood raised his eyebrows in surprise.  "I didn't think that Reds really liked 

humans." 

 The Red did a scaly imitation of a shrug.  "Never eaten one. Plenty of sheep 

and cattle around for me." 

 Ood nodded again as he noticed more smoke coming from the dragon's 

nostrils.  "Are you going to blow?" 
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 "Hhmmmm?" The dragon asked as it settled into a sitting positon, allowing 

its tail to droop over the side of the rocks and down past Ood's shoulder.  

 "Your fires.  Are you going to release, because I need better cover--" 

 "Uh uh," the Red shook its head as it lowered its gaze to get a better look at 

the young man.  "I need to release soon, but I'll take to the air.  I like blowing in the 

sky.  Scares the wit right out of the locals.  Makes'em think twice about coming out 

into the moors after me." 

 The dragon chuckled with a harsh, smoky laugh as Ood smiled with him. 

 "What's your name, Worshipper?"  The Red asked. 

 "Ood Lisst, from the Northern lands," the young man answered, bowing his 

head slightly even as he struggled to maintained a hold on the slippery rocks. 

 "Ood?!!  Like OooooooDdd?!"  The Red laughed heartily, scales moving up 

and down with motion as small pebbles began to scatter, some falling down and 

striking Ood. 

 "A rather ridiculous name for a Worshipper," the Red continued, "I'll call you 

Geoffrey." 

 "But, that's so.....English," Ood pouted. 

 "It's my choice, is it not?  According to the Book of Dragons--" 

 Ood waved him off.  "Yeah, yeah.  The dragon gets to choose what he calls his 

Keeper.  I know.  Geoffrey it is."  Ood made an obscene gesture in the dark. 

 "I saw that," the Red growled. 
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 Ood panicked.  "It's just part of the ritual of greeting in my homeland,” he 

stammered.  “It means 'hello’ to my people, " Ood lied, "does it mean something else 

here?" 

 "Something akin to your mother being less than respectful,” the Red replied, 

squinting its eyes,  “You Northerners, besides taking care of the dragons, are a 

strange bunch." 

 Ood nodded and then decided to proceed with the Greeting Ritual.  He was 

becoming very hungry and quite afraid that he and the dragon were getting off to a 

less than amiable start.   

 "What's your name, oh great one?"  Ood asked, beginning to again climb up 

the rocks so that he could complete the greeting ritual in the proper manner. 

 When Ood reached the dragon's perch he faced the scaly chest and drew out 

his DragonBlade, a small knife with the Runes of Worship engraved into the metal 

and handle, and bowed before the winged beast. 

 The Red drew in a deep breath and raised its right foreleg above the 

DragonKeeper's head. 

 "My name is Thom," it bellowed. 

 Ood tried, unsuccessfully, to suppress a nervous giggle. 

 "What's wrong with Thom?"  The Red asked, completely offended. 

 Ood shook his head as he tried to suppress his emotion.  "Noth...nothing." 

 "It is actually Gragl-Ahm-Thom-Marn," the Red continued, trying to remain 

in his position but beginning to lose his balance.  "My mother liked to call me Thom.  

So, I choose it as well.  Now, GET ON WITH IT!!!!" 
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 Ood shook from the outburst as more pebbles began to slide downward. 

 "So be it.  I declare myself....Geoffrey of the North.... your Keeper and 

Servant, oh great..Thom...and will give my life, if necessary, to preserve yours." 

 Then, Ood stabbed the DragonBlade into the tender flesh under the Red's 

foreleg  as the dragon howled in pain and the dark blood flowed freely down Ood's 

blade and onto his outstretched arm.  Ood quickly retrieved a flask from his small 

travel bag and filled the cup with the steaming dragon's blood.  As the dragon 

gripped the Keeper in its talons and held him close, Ood drank the dark blood and 

whispered the Chant of Greeting. 

 Darkness mercifully closed in on Ood's mind just as the pain began and the 

young man's screams replaced those of the Red's. 

 

 Ood soon discoverd that Thom was a rather peculiar dragon.  He had many, 

many strange habits. Among them was his insistence that on the few sunny days that 

caressed the empty moors, both he and Ood had to lay their bodies on the highest 

perch on the Tor and soak in the sun’s rays.  Ood, being used to the cold climate of 

the Northern lands, found this to be most odd but also very intoxicating.  He and 

Thom would lay with their backs to the rocks and stare at the blue sky while 

allowing the sun to rejuvenate their bodies and spirits.  During these episodes, Thom 

would question Ood about many things and on occasion insist that they play some 

sort of word game.  The games were never hard, for Thom was not yet old enough or 

experienced enough to have gained much wisdom, and Ood was content to let the 
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dragon wile away the hours as such.  In fact, Ood soon found himself wishing that 

there were more sunny days on the moors of Western England. 

 “Okay, how’d you get to be a Worshipper?  Ten words or less,” Thom asked 

one afternoon, lying on his back and holding his forelegs together in some sort of 

prayer-like fashion. 

 Ood frowned.  “You don’t want know.” 

 He was lying near the dragon but higher up and on his stomach, looking 

down upon the young Red.  His dark hair was whipping in all directions with the 

unpredictable winds of the moor, and he frowned as he realized that he was going to 

have a tangled mess the next time that he attempted to brush it.   

 “That’s ten words or less, Geoffrey, but not the answer.  You have to follow 

the rules,” Thom said, eyes closed and forelegs now outstretched as if he could grab 

some of the sunlight that was pouring down. 

 Ood shrugged.  He didn’t want to anger the dragon, but then again, he wasn’t 

the one who had done the deed. 

 “Well, I watched a dragon die once.  Watched her be killed, to be more 

precise.” 

 “That’s fifteen words, Geoffrey,” Thom corrected, jerking his eyes open and 

turning his gaze to meet Ood’s.  “And a horror story.  I don’t like scary tales.” 

 “It’s the truth,” Ood replied softly. 

 Thom was frozen where he lay.  Ood couldn’t read what the Red was 

thinking, so he decided to continue.  Thom may as well know all that there was to 

know about his Keeper. 
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 “There was a large Green digging a lair just outside our village.  It was a huge 

female, some forty feet or more, and she was about to lay an egg, or eggs, we never 

were able to find out since she didn’t get that far along.  Anyway, the Northern Band, 

a group of trained DragonSlayers, were summoned by the Council and they came to 

kill the dragon.  I went out to the hills with the other young boys and men from our 

village to watch the killing.”  A shadow crossed over Ood’s face and he began to 

stammer a bit with his tale.  “They lured her out of the lair and then started to 

hammer her with lance after lance.  Blood was everywhere as she lashed and kicked  

and howled and screamed.  She took about five of them with her, but in the end she 

was overcome and slain.  I.....I found myself weeping when it was done.  My father 

thought that I wept for the fallen DragonSlayers, but it was for the lost magnificence 

of the Green that I shed tears.  I vowed then that I would never be a part of the 

DragonHunt,”  Ood wiped away an angry tear. 

   “In my early teens, I heard of the DragonWorshippers from a late night tale 

that my grandfather was telling.  He thought that it was myth, but I determined to 

seek them out.  For if there were such a people, I wanted to be a part of them.  I 

wanted to preserve the beauty and majesty of the dragon.” 

 When Ood stopped talking, he glanced down at Thom.  The Red was balled 

up in a sitting position and was wailing like a newborn baby. 

 “Oh!!  I hate to hear such horrible tales!!  I do not want to end in such a way!!”  

Thom cried. 
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 Ood was surprised and felt great pangs of pity for the poor dragon.  It must be 

a hard lot indeed to know that men received such pleasure from evoking great pain 

upon his kind.  And that he might well find his end in such a manner. 

 “It’s okay, Thom, I won’t let them come near you as long as I can draw a 

breath,” Ood soothed the dragon, climbing down and caressing the rough scales with 

his smooth, pale hand.  

 Thom stopped sobbing and began to hiccup violently.  He turned his great 

head until it was directly over Ood’s shaggy, dark locks. 

 “You p....promise, Geoffrey?”  He asked. 

 Ood nodded as he quietly reminded himself that in dragon’s terms, Thom 

was still very much a youngster.  There was much to this Keeper business that they 

didn’t tell you during the apprenticeship.  Especially about having a crying dragon. 

 

 Ood made treks into the village every month or so to get the few supplies that 

he, as a human, had to have.  Thom brought them fresh meat and Ood was able to 

cook his portions, but vegetables and other items were simply not in a dragon’s 

hunting plans.  It was strange enough that Thom even gave some of his food to his 

young Keeper, but, as it has been told, Thom was a strange dragon.  

 During Ood’s visits to the townfolk, he kept a low profile, but many of the 

people knew that he was a stranger to the land and those that did recognize made the 

sign to ward off evil and  went so far as to say that he had something to do with the 

livestock that came up missing so often upon the moors.  Ood was grateful that in 

England, at least, the idea of a DragonWorshipper or Keeper was entirely unheard of.  
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He refused to think of what they might do to him if they knew that he, too, shared in 

the stolen farm animals. 

 It was during his early spring trip that he saw the notices hanging around the 

village.  His heart dropped into his stomach and his stomach curled into nauseating 

curls of anxiety: 

 

   “WANTED: DRAGONSLAYER . SMALL RED 

    SEEN ON MOORS TO EAST. TOP PAY” 

 

 Ood found it hard to concentrate as he made his way through the village 

market.  What was he going to do if a DragonSlayer showed up?  How would he plan 

to protect his dragon?  His mind was a whirl of thought and commotion as he picked 

up vegetables, dropped them, gathered some cloth and left it setting near the stacks of 

straw, and then finally left the market mumbling to himself and with empty hands. 

 He decided that the most logical place to find out more about the proposed 

dragon slaying was the local tavern.  Ood felt uneasy around the locals, and around 

people in general since he had spent the last four months around a crazy dragon,  but 

he was determined.  The first rule of DragonKeeping was not to allow yourself to be 

caught unprepared.  So, he sought out the tavern, a building in the heart of the 

village called The Witches Brew, and then entered after hesitating a moment as he 

caught a brief glimpse of his homeland in his mind’s eye.  He certainly hadn’t known 

back then what challenges he would face when he took the Oath of Keeping, only 
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now was he beginning to gain the full knoweldge.  He had only one thing on his 

mind as he opened the tavern doors: He had to save Thom.  

 There were only a few people in the tavern at the time of the afternoon.  It 

was difficult for Ood to see any of them as his eyes slowly adjusted from the outside 

light to the dim interiors of the room.  By the time that he had stumbled to what he 

thought was an empty table, his eyes could see fairly well.  To his dismay and 

discomfort, he noticed that every eye in the room was placed upon him. 

 He grinned stupidly at no one in particular and then drew his dark cloak 

tightly around his shoulders.  As he did, he noticed how faded and torn the garment 

was.  He then glanced down at the rest of his clothes and realized that he must look 

very much like a beggar to these people.  With horror, he tried to run his fingers 

through his hair but was prevented by the many tangles that had webbed his pale 

locks together.  Ood began to sweat and feel dizzy as he felt the full impact of what 

his DragonKeeping had turned him into.  He was no longer fit to dwell among men. 

 The moment of panic that made his stomach wrench with pain suddenly 

passed, though, as he remembered why he had chosen to become a Keeper.  His 

smile of nervousness turned to one of real joy when he thought of the games that he 

and Thom often played and the tales that they told to one another.  He loved being a 

Keeper.  What did he care what these villagers thought of him?  How many of them 

got to sleep close to a firebreathing dragon and know that those fires would never be 

meant for you? 

 “You got coin, or are you gonna beg?” 
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 Ood was startled and nearly jumped out of his skin at the unexpected words.  

He looked up to see what must have been the barkeep glaring down at him.  He 

swallowed and concentrated on not letting his words stutter out of his mouth. 

 “Actually, I’m looking for someone,” Ood replied. 

 The barkeep got a funny look on his face as he frowned.  He looked over to 

the bar at a young girl who shrugged in his general direction. 

 “Do you speak any English, boy?”  the barkeep asked, taking a step back from 

Ood’s table. 

 With a bit of embarassment, Ood realized that he had addressed the 

Englishmen with the grunts, growls, and rumblings of the Dragon Language.  He 

found that he was a bit amused at the man’s reaction.  He would have to remember 

to make a mental effort to speak English when addressing other humans. 

 “Uh, yes, sorry, I, uh, had a bit of gas, I’m afraid,” Ood explained, “What I 

meant was that I am looking for someone.  I’ve..come a long way to find...him.” 

 “What’s his name?  Maybe we know him and can....send you on your way,” 

the barkeep said, taking a few more steps back. 

 “Well, I don’t know his name.”  Ood struggled to find an appropriate lie.  

“My..my village also has a dragon problem.  We were hoping to employ your 

DragonSlayer when he has..rid...you of yours.  That is, if he’s not done already,” Ood 

said. 

 “Ah, you’re from Tintagel, then,” the barkeep nodded, “we heard that there 

was a dragon over there as well.  The dragons are probably related or something.  
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But, anyway, our dragon hasn’t been taken care of yet.  That fellow over there is who 

you want to talk to.  He’s the slayer.  Just arrived this morning.”  

 Ood looked over to the table where the barkeep was pointing and saw a well-

built, dark-haired  man sitting and leaning over a table of steaming food with a pint 

of ale sitting squarely in front of him.  He had a peculiar looking sword slung across 

his back and the unmistakable DragonShield of a Dragon Hunter leaned against the 

table’s legs.  Ood grew cold at the sight.  The man looked tough and hard.  There was 

no telling how many dragons he had hunted and killed.  Perhaps Ood and Thom 

would simply have to move on to new hunting grounds. 

 The DragonSlayer looked up and noticed Ood and the barkeep staring at him.  

He raised his eyebrows in attention as a look of puzzlement crossed his features.  He 

was a handsome man, really.  His face was not indicative of his age at all; the lines of 

worry and battle were many, but the years that had dealt them were few.  In fact, like 

Ood, he had felt his calling at a young age and had only been free of his 

apprenticeship some five years.  He had not yet reached his twenty-eighth year. 

 Ood found his courage and approached the hunter.  The man motioned for 

Ood to sit and pushed out a chair with his leg.  Ood stumbled and rather fell into the 

offered seat as the hunter ordered another plate of food. 

 “You look hungry, boy, you should eat before you undertake a journey,” the 

hunter said.  “My name’s Jon.” 

 Ood nodded as his stomach began to growl at the enticing aromas rising from 

Jonathan’s plate of meats. 

 “I’m called Oo--Geoffrey,” Ood said, catching his error. 
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 Jon’s eyebrows rose again.  “Oo-Geoffrey?  They name their young strangely 

in Tintagel.” 

 Ood nodded, not really caring to correct the hunter’s misunderstanding.  The 

plate of food arrived and Ood found himself woofing down the food rather rudely and 

loudly before he knew what he was doing.  When he realized that the plate was 

empty, he looked up to see Jonathan staring at him with his eyes wide with surprise, 

horror, and amusement. 

 “Looks like you haven’t eaten in quite some time, Oo-Geoffrey.  Tintagel 

must be far from here.” 

 Ood nodded again and pushed the plate away from him.  He was beginning to 

feel a bit nauseated as his full stomach groaned with the rich meats and gravy.  He 

wasn’t used to this kind of food. 

 “Anyway,” Ood managed to say and then a horrendous belch escaped him 

before he could catch himself. 

 Jon backed up his chair and nodded at him again.  He motioned for Ood to 

continue. 

 “I’m...we’re looking for a DragonSlayer.  We have a dragon in ...Tintagel and 

need your services.  Are you any good?”  Ood asked. 

 Jon leaned forward and took a swig of ale.  “I’ve killed twelve dragons in my 

time.  Seven with a partner and five on my own.  If they’re Red and under twenty 

feet, I can handle’em.” 

 Ood’s face shadowed.  This was going to be difficult.   

 “I see,” Ood mumbled. 
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 “I usually find their lair and then scout out their hunting grounds,”  Jon 

began to do what DragonSlayers do so well:  Tell of their great hunting prowess.  

Ood began to feel even worse. 

 “You see, boy, you got to lay a watch and find where they like to go.  Once 

you got that, you wait.  Wait until they start to munch on their kill, and then go 

after’em.  Keep your shield close and sword steady.” 

 Ood sat there.  “So...so you scouted this one?  The one here, I mean?” 

 Jon smiled wickedly.  “Yeah, a few days ago I went out onto the moors and 

scouted that rock formation called Rough Tor.  The dragon definitely makes his 

home there.  A good choice, too, very hard to attack.  He hunts the surrounding 

farms, never going too far so that he doesn’t get caught off guard.  I’ll wait for him 

tonight or tomorrow night and see what he looks like.  Soon after that, I’ll set the 

trap.” 

 “What...what kind of trap?”  Ood stammered. 

 Jon grinned again and took a large gulp of ale.  “Bring something with me 

that’ll make’em real hungry, you know?  Get’em eatin and they forget all that’s 

around’em.” 

 Ood nodded.  It was true.  Give Thom something to eat and he was oblivious 

to everything else. 

 “Well, what if he’s already eaten?”  Ood asked. 

 Jon shrugged.  “Get out there early before he’s had time to hunt.” 

 “Early?  As in, not long after sunset?” 
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 “Yeah, something like that, I guess.  Before they feed, anyway.  Dragons 

aren’t really greedy, you know, boy.  Despite what some folk think, they aren’t stupid 

either.  In fact, dragons are some of the smartest animals walking this earth.  You 

can’t expect that they’ll fall for any old trick.  Nope, you gotta play it like they’re as 

smart as you are.” 

 Ood nodded.  He pushed his chair back and got up to leave.   

 “Thanks for the dinner, mister.  If...... you don’t get this dragon and he....gets 

you.....I guess that means he’s a pretty mean dragon, huh?” 

 Jon nodded.  “Well, let’s hope that’s not what happens, Oo-Geoffrey, but, yes, 

if he gets me, then any DragonSlayer will think twice about taking him on.  Probably 

let’em have his territory with tribute, even.” 

 Ood nodded.  “I see. Well, farewell, Jon.” 

 Jon smiled.  “Wish me good fortune, eh, boy?” 

 Ood shook his head.  “There’s a saying from where I was born: ‘Never give 

away your fortune, you may need it----” 

 “ ‘---if you run into a Dragon.’” Jon finished for him  “I’m familiar with the 

saying.  I’ll even drink to it,” Jonathan replied.   

 Ood scurried out of the door and ran like the wind back to Thom on Rough 

Tor. 
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 “You have to get him close and I’ll just roast’em,” Thom said nonchalantly, 

lying again on his back, head tilted so that he could look behind him at Ood, who was 

sitting cross-legged on the rocks. 

 “It’s not that simple, Thom,” Ood scolded, “I don’t know that he’ll get that 

close.  He’s good at what he does and not stupid enough to let you release your fires 

on him.  Besides that, he’s got a DragonShield.” 

 “DragonShields will crumble if they’re burned long enough,” Thom insisted. 

 “Well, I’m sure that he keeps his covered with new scales.  Anyway, I’m not 

sure about killing him.  It doesn’t feel right.”   Ood frowned 

 “I have nooooo problem with it, Keeper.  It’s my job to do it and your job, 

may I remind you, is to make sure that I do not die!!!!”  Thom rolled over to his side 

and struggled to get up. 

 Ood stood and assisted the young Red in his efforts to reach a standing 

position. 

 “You’re right,” Ood sighed, “but, maybe, just maybe, I can talk him into just 

leaving us alone.” 

 Thom made ready to take flight by stretching his wings and flapping them 

back and forth. 

 “You’ve lost your mind, Geoffrey.  He’s not coming out here to talk.  I’m 

roasting him as soon as I get the chance.  I’m going to go eat now so that I won’t be 

doing this on an empty stomach. I’ll be waiting up there,”  Thom said, pointing to an 

outcropping of rocks some twenty feet above them.   
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 Ood followed Thom’s gesture and nodded slowly.  Thom was right.  Jon 

wasn’t coming to talk.  They had to kill him.  In doing so, Thom would be greatly 

feared and most probably left alone to dwell on the Cornish moors with his Keeper. 

 

 About two hours after sunset, Ood, from his hiding place near the rock 

formation, heard the approach of Jon.  The DragonSlayer tried to be stealthy in his 

movements, but the sheep carcass that he carried as bait was heavy and bothersome.  

As a result, his footsteps were hard and awkward and Ood could hear him from yards 

away. 

 When Jon had placed his “trap”, he settled a few feet away in the grasses and 

began to patiently wait.  The moon began to rise and cast a yellow glow on the vast 

moor.   

 At the agreed-upn time, Ood began to shout and wail at the top of his lungs. 

 “Help!!  Help!!  Somebody help me!! The dragon-----” he broke into a very 

well rehearsed gurgling and screeching.  Then, he fell silent. 

 Jon stood and began to look all around the rocks.  His face was a flurry of 

emotion as he tried to watch the skies and search for the boy who he thought had 

been caught by the dragon. 

 “Boy!!” He finally called, despite the danger of allowing the dragon to locate 

him by sound,” Boy!!!  Can you----” 

 “Here!!”  Ood called, climbing the rocks and heading for Thom’s position. 

 Jon looked up and saw the dark form of Ood  above him. 

 “Get down!  Hurry!  The dragon--” Jon cried sharply. 
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 “I can’t!!”  Ood shrieked as if in terror.  “I’m hurt!!  I can’t move!! Help me!!” 

 Jon hesitated in his confusion.   

 “Let go!!  I’ll catch you!!”  He called. 

 Ood shook his head.  “No!!” 

 Jon, knowing full well that he was insane for doing it, sheathed his 

DragonSword, threw his DragonShield across his back, and began to climb up 

towards the boy.  The going was slow, but he finally perched himself next to Ood, 

who was whimpering and sobbing most realistically. 

 “Okay, grab hold of me and--”Jon began. 

 At that moment, with the moon rising behind him quite dramatically, Thom 

appeared some fifteen feet above the two men, standing astride two boulders. 

 “Dragon!!”  Jon screamed as he attempted to pull his DragonShield off and 

place it above him and Ood. 

 “Move, you idiot!! I don’t want to roast you as well!!” Thom grunted in 

Dragon language to Ood as he began to suck in air to ignite his fires.   

 Ood began to hurriedly climb up even further. 

 “No!!” Jon tried to grab Ood’s legs. 

 But Ood knew the rocks well and within moments was standing just below 

and to the right of Thom. 

 “I’m sorry, Jon, but it’s either you or him,”  Ood called down to the 

DragonSlayer, panting and sweating. 

 Jon couldn’t believe what he was seeing. 

 “How??  Are you......are you trying to save the dragon?”  Jon stammered. 
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 Ood nodded.  “I’m his Keeper, sworn to save him at all costs.  I saw no way to 

persuade you not to kill him.” 

 The noise of rushing air became louder as smoke began to boil from Thom’s 

nostrils.  Jon tried again to maneuver his shield, but then, to his horror, felt it slip.  

The shield clambered down the rocks and landed on the distant ground with a thud. 

 “You didn’t even try!!”  Jon called, watching his only defense from the 

dragonfires slip away. 

 “Are you saying that you will leave us alone?”  Ood called. 

 Jon thought a moment.  “Is that still an option?” 

 Ood glanced at Thom.  The dragon shook his head. 

 “He’ll never do it,” Thom said, “He’ll be back and have help.  They’ll set a 

trap for you this time as well.” 

 “The dragon says no,” Ood called. 

 “You can talk to him?!” Jon cried.  His head was reeling as he tried to think of 

some way to save himself.  

 “Yes, the Dragon Language is a gift from the Dragons to those who would 

learn.  You were right when you said that Dragons are smarter than most people 

believe.” 

 Jon nodded absently as his gaze went from the sight of the boy and dragon 

above him to the thirty or so foot drop back to the ground.  He would probably break 

or sprain a leg by jumping, but it was a better option than being burnt to death.  He’d 

rather have a fighting chance. 

 “The dragon says that he’s sorry he must destroy you,” Ood called again. 
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 Jon’s head snapped back up towards Ood as Thom snorted in surprise. 

 “I said no such thing, Geoffrey.  That was a passing of gas from dinner,” the 

dragon corrected. 

 Ood smiled.  “Just play along.  I have an idea.” 

 Thom started to protest but Ood waved him away. 

 “He regrets having to kill me?”  Jon replied, preparing for his leap. 

 “Yes, in fact, he will prepare an ode in your honor when we bury what’s left of 

you on the moors,” Ood’s voice boomed into the night.  

 “An ode? What is this? Dragons making up songs?” Jon maneuvered his legs 

to a better position and began to silently pray. 

 “Dragons don’t eat humans,” Ood said, “they don’t like our taste.” 

 “Not true, Geoffrey,” Thom grunted, “Greens love humans.  Especially young 

ones.” 

 Ood frowned at his dragon.   

 “Well,” Jon called, mustering the courage to jump, “I regret the situation as 

much or more as the dragon who would sing for me.  But, really, what kind of song 

would it be if I simply stood here and let him burn me to death?  We must make it 

interesting or else no respectable bard will sing it for very long.  So,  in honor of the 

Ode to the DragonSlayer, let’s make it a moving target, shall we?” 

 As Ood and Thom stood listening to the words, they both watched in horror 

and dismay when Jon let go of the rocks and leaped towards the ground below.  Ood 

cried something out in the Dragon Language as Thom took to the air and shot 

straight down towards the Dragon Hunter.  The Red clutched Jon in his claws, 
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frantically beat the air with his wings, and slowly gained momentum so that the two 

of them were in flight above Rough Tor. 

 The fires inside of Thom were beginning to burn his stomach and the need to 

release was immediate.  With Jon still in his grasp, the dragon swooped over the 

moors as the fires belched forth in a fantastic display of heat, color, and fury.   

 

 The fires danced around Jon as he watched the moors become a cascade of 

fire and heat.  The view from the air was magnificent and for a moment the young 

dragonslayer forgot who held him within its grasp.  The power emulating from the 

dragon seemed to enter into Jon’s own body; and, for a fleeting second, he thought 

that he saw the world below through the Red’s eyes.  A chill shook and rang through 

the dragonslayer’s body as his heart leapt with the joy of being free from the confines 

of the solid earth.  The desire to fly and command the skies made his mind swim and 

his vision blur. 

 Although he was not immediately aware of it,  Jon was being singed by the 

heat from Thom’s fires.  With a few more precious airborne seconds, he lost 

conciousness from the combination of Thom’s tight grip and the erratic, aerobatic 

movements.  When Thom deposited the limp form back on the grasses at the foot of 

Rough Tor, Ood was there to inspect the damage.                                      
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************************************************ 

 

 Several weeks later, Thom and Ood were again lying upon the rocks of 

Rough Tor soaking in what warmth they could from the rare English sunshine. 

 “Do you really think that he’s a bard now?”  Thom asked, blinking and 

rubbing his eyes from staring at the sun for too long. 

 Ood nodded.  “I don’t think that he could kill a dragon.” 

 “I still do not quite understand.  He could make much more coin as a 

DragonSlayer,” Thom yawned. 

 “Don’t be absurd!  The tale that he has to tell about flying with a dragon!  Did 

you listen to the songs that he composed while he stayed with us and healed?  It was 

as if his flight with you had released a poet that the DragonShield had covered before.  

I got teary eyed every time he sang the one about the colors coming out of your 

mouth and into the night,” Ood explained. 

 “No one will believe him,” Thom insisted. 

 “Whether they believe or not, I can’t say,” Ood smiled dreamily.  “But, I do 

know that he believes it.  And that he won’t care to slay another dragon ever again.” 

 Thom snorted loudly.  “I should have roasted him.” 

 Ood slapped the dragon on the head rather sharply.  “If you had done that, we 

wouldn’t be here on Rough Tor.  Face it, by saving the DragonSlayer, you saved our 

home.” 

 “Oh bother.  Okay, ten words or less, how did the dragon turn the 

DragonSlayer into a DragonSinger?” 
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 Ood shook his head.  No matter what he had learned from the Circle of 

Twelve, they had never prepared him for such a peculiar dragon. 

 Still, though, Ood thought, a dragon is a dragon.  He prepared his reply to the 

challenge of the game as Thom chuckled quietly at his side. 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  


